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motivations



sideways physics

energy

1 / coupling 

???

supersymmetry?
extra dimensions?
none of the above?

standard
model



hidden worlds?

hidden
sector

heavy states of massΛ

hidden
sector

hidden
sector

hidden
sector

visible
sector



a tale of two sectors

φ,ψ, Fµν φ�,ψ�, F �
µν

O

Why should we expect physics as               ?Λ → ∞

visible
sector

hidden
sector



not quite hidden sector?

Signs of a hidden sector may be expected at 
low energies if there exist

a) Shared symmetries (UV).  B or L number.  
Spacetime symmetries? Goldstini Portal.

b) Marginal Portal Operators (IR).  Do not 
decouple at low energies.  Kinetic Portals.



goldstini portal



the SUSY template

visible
sector SUSY

Our intuitions about SUSY phenomenology 
are dictated by a simplifying assumption:

SUSY breaking arises from a single source.



enhanced spacetime symmetries

Consider two decoupled sectors.  Momentum 
is separately conserved due to sequestering, so

Poincare
decouple→ Poincare1 ⊗ Poincare2

21



adding gravity

Gravity explicitly breaks the enhanced symmetry
down to the diagonal,

hµν

Poincare1 ⊗ Poincare2
gravity→ Poincare

21



enhanced SUSY

If our world is supersymmetric, then likewise

SUSY
decouple→ SUSY1 ⊗ SUSY2

where SUGRA preserves the diagonal combo.  
Analogous reasoning applies to N sectors.

What about SUSY breaking???



If your favorite mechanism for SUSY breaking is 
natural, then it may be realized more than once!
Here               w/o loss of generality.

SUSY(s) breaking

 SUSY2 SUSY1

X1 � η1 X2 � η2

F1 F2

F1 ≥ F2



Here U(1)diag is gauged in analogy with SUGRA.

goldstone analogy

 U(1)2 U(1)1

f1 f2

φ1 � π1 φ2 � π2

One goldstone eaten.  One goldstone physical.



Same is true for goldstini.

super-higgs mechanism

sin θ = F2/Feff Feff =
�

F 2
1 + F 2

2

uneaten goldstino

longitudinal 
gravitino}

}

where we have defined

�
η1
η2

�
=

�
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

��
G̃
ζ

�



a special setup

 SUSY2

F1 F2

 SUSY1

Conventional SUSY is a rather 
preferred scenario in which

η1 ≈ G̃

 SUSY3

F3
...etc...

visible
sector



a generic setup

F1

 SUSY1

Visible sector couples 
dominantly to           ,
the uneaten goldstino.visible

sector

η2 ≈ ζ

 SUSY2

F2

 SUSY3

F3
...etc...



rising tide lifts all goldstini

Goldstini are not massless!

at tree level due to SUGRA effects.  I claim 
that this mass relation

1) is fixed by SUGRA symmetries.

mζ = 2m3/2

2) can substantially alter SUSY pheno.  



why 2m3/2?

The relation                    can be derived viamζ = 2m3/2

a) Explicit Computation (Wess + Bagger).

b) Explicit Computation (Compensators).

c) Symmetry Arguments.



lessons from goldstones

Goldstones are massless.  Why?

Because they are edible!  Hence, for U(1)N,

L =
1

2

�

i

∂µπi∂
µπi + . . .

Lunit =
1

2
m2A2

µ

Aµ
Stück.→ Aµ + ∂µπ/m



edible goldstini

Applying the same reasoning to goldstini,

Hence, for SUSYN,

Lunit = m3/2ψµσ
µνψν + h.c.

ψµ
Stück.→ ψµ +m−1

3/2∂µη + σµη̄

L =
1

2

�

i

(2m3/2)(η
2
i + η̄2i ) + . . .



deviations from 2m3/2

Corrections to                    occur givenmζ = 2m3/2

II) Anomalous Dimensions / Warping.  Large 
corrections to tree level approximation.

I) Non-sequestered Operators.  Enhanced 
SUSYN explicitly broken.

III) Gravitational SUSY Breaking.  Add’l kinetic 
mixing of goldstini w/ gravitino.



annexing the visible sector

F1

 SUSY1  SUSY2

F2

gravitino re-appropriated
by hidden sector! 

origin of our
soft masses

visible
sector



 bottom line

coupling mass

ζ

G̃
m̃2

Feff

m̃2

F2

m3/2

2m3/2

field

�
=

Feff√
3MPl

�

�
=

2Feff√
3MPl

�
equivalent to 

heavy gravitino{



goldstini pheno



standard GMSB

Lightest observable sparticle (LOSP) is a bino.

χ̃0

γ

If decay is prompt, gravitino basically massless.

�
Feff ≤ 103 TeV

m3/2 =
Feff√
3mPl

� keV

G̃



anomalously heavy “gravitino”

With goldstino there exists a dominant decay

χ̃0

γ

ζ

yielding promptly decaying “heavy” gravitino.

F1 ∝ mζ ≥ 10 GeV

�
F2 ≤ 103 TeV



GMSB w/ neutralino DM
In fact, we can increase F1 at fixed F2 so,

superpartners

~ 100 GeV

canonical
GMSB

spectrum}
χ̃0

G̃, ζ

gravitino / goldstino



long-lived charged LOSP
If LOSP is charged and                    , then these
long-lived CHAMPs can be stopped!

�
F2 ≥ 103 TeV

fun with long-lived sleptons

Proposal for a slepton trapper at CMS.

hep-ph/0612060 (Hamaguchi, Nojiri, de Roeck)

hep-ph/0612060 (Hamuguchi, Nojiri, de Roeck)
hep-ph/0506246 (Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Pierce, Rajendran, Wacker)
hep-ph/0409248 (Hamaguchi, Kuno, Nakaya, Nojiri)



measure the Planck mass

Given a conventional gravitino,

we can measure Planck mass.

�

�̃

1

Feff

Feff√
3mPl

G̃



(mis)measure the Planck mass

In contrast, if there exist goldstini, then

ζ

we mismeasure the Planck mass by             .

�

�̃
2Feff√
3mPl

1

F2

F2/2Feff



smoking gun of a hidden sector
If lucky, measure gravitino and goldstino and 
verify                  .

Discover sequestering + multi-SUSY breaking!

�

�̃

G̃, ζ

mζ = 2m3/2



kinetic portals



kinetic mixing portals

Marginal op’s motivated by EFT!

{
singlet
portal

photon
portal

}∂µφ
†∂µφ�

FµνF
µν�

iψ†σ̄µ∂
µψ�



photon portal



hidden photon

Assume existence of a hidden massive photon.

visible
sector

hidden
sector

Aµ, Jµ A�
µ, J

�
µ



photon portal

� FµνF
µν�

is generated in UV by heavy particle loops.

� =
gg�

16π2
log

M1

M2

� 10−5 − 10−2

U(1) U(1)�



the Holdom effect

By eliminating the kinetic mixing via a shift,

we induce a milli-charge interaction.

Aµ → Aµ + �A�
µ

electric current
couples to U(1)’

vector boson}L → L+ �A�
µJ

µ



the Holdom effect
Hence, the hidden photon decays visibly via

where     is a quark or charged lepton.

A�
µ

f+

f−

�

f±



�

�
d2θ WαW

α�

“portal out” “portal in” “scale generation”

SUSY photon portal

which in terms of components is

� (FµνF
µν� + iλ̃†σ̄µ∂

µλ̃� +DD�)



scale generation

Effective Fayet-Iliopolis term for U(1)’:

Leff = ��D�D�}

� (FµνF
µν� + iλ̃†σ̄µ∂

µλ̃� +DD�)

= �gY v
2 cos 2β

� (0.1− 5 GeV)2



scale generation

Vhid = [g�(|h�|2 − |hc�|2) + ��D�]2

Modulo add’l scales (tree masses, SUSY, etc), 
hidden sector acquires GeV scale spectrum.

Hidden higgs fields get vevs!



scale generation

visible sector hidden sector

~ 100 GeV

~ 1 GeV e, µ, . . .

superpartners

hidden fields



“portal in”

Remove photino mixing via shift,

and induce a milli-charge interaction,

λ̃� → λ̃� + �λ̃

∆L = �λ̃J̃ � + �O(mλ̃�/mλ̃)λ̃
�J̃

� (FµνF
µν� + iλ̃†σ̄µ∂

µλ̃� +DD�)



“portal in”

∆L = �λ̃J̃ � + �O(mλ̃�/mλ̃)λ̃
�J̃

λ̃

h�

h̃� λ̃�

�

�̃

R-parity forces SUSY cascades into hidden sector.



“portal out”

Hidden cascades / bremstrahlung yield U(1)’ 
bosons that return as SM fields.

e−e+

h̃�

highly columnated
“lepton jets” have

invariant mass ~GeV
}

� (FµνF
µν� + iλ̃†σ̄µ∂

µλ̃� +DD�)

A�
µ



in the collider...

visible sector hidden sector

~ 100 GeV

~ 1 GeV e, µ, . . .

superpartners

hidden fields

“portal in”

“portal out”

λ̃



the 2nd possibility
Gauge singlets can kinetically mix.

�

�
d4θ S†S�

�

�
d2θ WαW

α�So if                                 is allowed,

then why not                           ?

The unexplored half of kinetic mixing space.



singlet portal



singlet-extended MSSM

S couples to the visible sector via                      .

visible
sector

hidden
sector

W = λSHuHd

S � s, s̃ S� � s�, s̃�



“portal out” “portal in” “scale generation”

singlet portal

which in terms of components is

�

�
d4θ S†S�

� (∂µs
†∂µs� + is̃†σ̄µ∂

µs̃� + F †
SFS�)



scale generation

Effective Polonyi term for S’:

}

� (∂µs
†∂µs� + is̃†σ̄µ∂

µs̃� + F †
SFS�)

Leff = ��F †
S�FS�

= �λv2 sin 2β + . . .

� (0.1− 100 GeV)2



scale generation

For example, the superpotential

Whid = κ�S�3/3

Vhid = |κ�s�2 + ��FS�|2

induces hidden sector symmetry breaking.



“portal in”

Remove singlino mixing via shift,

and induce the interaction,

� (∂µs
†∂µs� + is̃†σ̄µ∂

µs̃� + F †
SFS�)

s̃� → s̃� + �s̃

∆L = �s̃J̃ � + �O(ms̃�/ms̃)s̃
�J̃

J̃ ≡ ∂L/∂s̃

J̃ � ≡ ∂L/∂s̃�



“portal in”

h�

h̃�

R-parity forces SUSY cascades into hidden sector.

∆L = �s̃J̃ � + �O(ms̃�/ms̃)s̃
�J̃

s̃

s̃�
h̃

h



“portal in”

6

tral component, the charged Higgsino decays as h̃± !
h±s̃!, h±x!x̃! with competitive rates, where h± represents
either a charged Higgs or W boson.
We now consider the case in which the LOSP is a

squark, slepton, or sneutrino. In this case, the LOSP
decays to a quark, lepton or neutrino, plus invisible de-
cay products, as depicted in Fig. 2. If the Yukawa cou-
plings of the LOSP are large, then the LOSP decays to
an o!-shell Higgsino which then mixes into a hidden sec-
tor singlino s̃!, or an o!-shell singlino s̃" decaying into
hidden sector states x!x̃!. Alternatively, if the LOSP
Yukawa couplings are small, then the LOSP decays to
an o!-shell gaugino which is converted to the Higgsino
and then to either s̃! or x!x̃!. Either way, the rates to s̃!

and x!x̃! are competitive, with the ratio again given by
" 16!2m!2/m2.
If the LOSP is the gluino or (almost) pure bino or

wino, then it decays through an o!-shell sfermion. The
final state is then the same as the corresponding sfermion
decay, with an extra quark, lepton, or neutrino.
In summary, the above analysis highlights a number

of salient points. First, the visible products of a super-
symmetric cascade can be di!erent from conventional su-
persymmetric theories. For example, if the LOSP is the
lightest neutralino in which the Higgsino fraction is larger
than the singlino one, then its decay leads to the Higgs
boson with anO(1) fraction of the time, even if the LOSP
is not Higgsino-like. This leads to a distinct signature in
which an O(1) fraction of the supersymmetric events is
accompanied by the Higgs boson. While it is possible
to mimic this in a conventional scenario, e.g. by having
the Higgsino-like next-to-lightest supersymmetric parti-
cle decaying into the gravitino, observing many Higgs
bosons may be an important first step in identifying the
present scenario.
Second, since MSSM states interact with the hidden

sector only through the Higgs sector, supersymmetric
cascades are required to pick up a Higgs VEV or emit
a physical (neutral or charged) Higgs boson (or the cor-
responding longitudinal electroweak gauge boson). Given
that the existence of cascades containing a charged Higgs
boson typically implies the existence of cascades contain-
ing a neutral Higgs boson,5 we should expect a Higgs bo-
son in the visible products of supersymmetric cascades
with

# of SUSY events with h

# of SUSY events
" O(10#2 – 1), (29)

where the Higgs boson is typically produced at the end
of the visible sector cascade. This is because any cas-
cade decay process involving a Higgs VEV is necessar-

5 An exception to this arises in a special case in which a light top
squark can decay only to the bottom and a charged Higgsino,
which in turn decays into an (o!-shell) charged Higgs boson.
There is then no corresponding process which yields a neutral
Higgs boson.

ily accompanied by the corresponding subleading process
in which the Higgs VEV is replaced by a physical on-
shell Higgs boson, which is suppressed by an additional
1/16!2 phase space factor. This implies that there is a
minimum rate for high transverse-momentum Higgs pro-
duction associated with significant missing energy, which
may help to discover the Higgs boson through the bb̄ de-
cay mode [10].
Finally, note that LOSP decays will produce hidden

sector scalars (s! or x!) in a significant fraction of events,
O(># 1/16!2). Indeed, even if the LOSP has a dominant
branching fraction to s̃!, there is typically a competitive
decay mode to x!x̃! through an o!-shell s̃. This fact can
have a significant implications for the “portal out” of the
hidden sector discussed in the next section.

VI. FROM THE HIDDEN SECTOR

As we have seen, the characteristic mass scale of the
hidden sector is less than or of order the weak scale. In
fact, the dynamically induced scale "e! in Eq. (13) may
be significantly smaller than the weak scale due to sin 2"
suppression. Here we assume that the hidden sector scale
is indeed below the superpartner threshold. In this case,
hidden sector states will be produced in supersymmetric
cascades, and may return via decays into standard model
particles.
Since the hidden sector couples to the visible sector

through the Higgs sector, the dominant final state is
generically the heaviest standard model particles which
are kinematically accessible. Whether these return pro-
cesses indeed occur at colliders may depend on the spec-
trum of the hidden sector. For example, if cascades pro-
duce only hidden sector states which are stable, e.g. the
lightest supersymmetric particle, then there will be no
return process. However, as we have seen in the previ-
ous section, supersymmetric cascades typically produce
hidden sector scalars with a significant fraction, which in
turn decay back to the standard model. In particular,
in the minimal theory defined in Sec. IV, s! scalars are
directly produced via portal in. Since s! couples to the
standard model through mixing with the Higgs field, it
necessarily decays to standard model particles.6

Let us now consider decay of the s! scalars. For defi-
niteness, we assume that the Higgs sector preserves CP
and consider the CP even component (real part) of s!.
We assume that the mass of s!, which we denote here

6 If s! is heavier than s̃!, then s! may decay into s̃! and the
gravitino. For gravity mediation, the decay rate is very small
"s!"s̃!G̃ ! m5/16!F 2, where

"
F is the scale of fundamental su-

persymmetry breaking. For gauge mediation, s! and s̃! are nearly
degenerate, "m! # max{#2m!, #2m2/16!2m!} $ m!, so that the
decay rate "s!"s̃!G̃ ! m!"m!4/!F 2 is again suppressed. In ei-
ther case, the partial decay rate to the gravitino is much smaller
than the dominant one to standard model particles.

Since hidden sector couples via                      ,
“portal in” is associated with higgs prod!

W = λSHuHd

2-body decays prop to higgs vev associated with 
3-body decays with physical higgs plus phase space.



“portal out”

� (∂µs
†∂µs� + is̃†σ̄µ∂

µs̃� + F †
SFS�)

Remove singlet mixing via shift,

and induce the interaction,

J � ≡ ∂L/∂s�

J ≡ ∂L/∂s
∆L = �sJ � + �O(ms�/ms)s

�J

s� → s� + �s



“portal out”
Hence, the hidden singlet decays visibly via

where    is the heaviest allowed SM fermion.

�

s�

f

f̄

f

� O(ms�/ms)



s’ decays like light higgs

7

by m! regardless of its origin, is below 100 GeV; the case
m! >! 100 GeV will be discussed later. The terms relevant
to the decay are then

Lportal out " s!
!

!s!hu

"

"vu
+ !s!hd

"

"vd

"

LSM. (30)

Here we have defined

LSM = #
1

4e2(vu, vd)
Fµ!F

µ! #
1

4g2s (vu, vd)
Ga

µ!G
aµ!

# vu

#

$

i

yui
ūiui

%

# vd

#

$

i

ydi
d̄idi +

$

i

y"i #̄i#i

%

, (31)

where e and gs are the electromagnetic and QCD cou-
plings renormalized at m!, and the sum over up-type
quarks ui, down-type quarks di, and charged leptons
#i runs over states which are kinematically allowed in
the s! decay. As expected, s! couples to standard
model fermions through Yukawa couplings, and to gauge
bosons through one-loop renormalization e!ects from
heavy states, whose masses depend on vu and vd.
When m! is above the QCD scale "QCD, it is reason-

able to compute decay rates to gluons and quarks at the
partonic level using LSM. However, for m! <! "QCD, s!

no longer decays to constituent partons but to hadrons.
To estimate the hadronic branching ratio in this mass
range, we replace the terms involving g/u/d/s in LSM

with the SU(3)f chiral Lagrangian describing the dynam-
ics of octet mesons. We interpolate between the partonic
theory and the chiral Lagrangian at the charm threshold
m! = 2mc. See [11] for the details of this calculation.
Having obtained the couplings of s! to standard model

fields, we can now compute the decay length and branch-
ing ratios of s!. In Fig. 3, we show the decay length c$
multiplied by a boost factor % as a function of m!. For il-
lustrative purposes, we have taken % = m/m! and !s!hu

=
!s!hd

= &m!/m where m = 300 GeV and & = 10"2. (Of
course, quantities represented by m in %, !s!hu

and !s!hd

are not the same; % even varies event by event.) The scal-
ing of the decay length with respect to these parameters
is given by %c$ $ %!"2

s!hu,d
$ &"2(m/m!)3.

The branching ratios for s! decay as a function of m!

are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for tan' = 1 and 40, respec-
tively. Here, we have taken !s!hu

/!s!hd
= 1; all the de-

pendencies on other free parameters cancel in the branch-
ing ratios. We can see that s! decays generically to the
heaviest possible state kinematically available, although
there are some exceptions, e.g. see 2m# < m! < 2mb for
small tan'. The dependence on tan ' appears clearly in
the leptonic branching ratios for m! > 2mµ, which arises
from the fact that the ratios of the Yukawa couplings
yui

/y"i depend on tan'. Note that these branching ra-
tios, however, are not uniquely fixed by tan'; they also
depend on !s!hu

/!s!hd
which we have taken to be unity

tan ! " 40

tan ! " 1

0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0
10#7
10#6
10#5
10#4
0.001
0.01
0.1
1.
10
100
1000
104
105
106
107

m' !GeV"

$
c%
!c
m
"

FIG. 3: Decay length !c" of the hidden sector singlet s! as
a function of its mass m!. Here the solid (blue) and dashed
(purple) lines correspond to tan # = 1 and 40, respectively.
For concreteness, we have used a boost factor ! = m/m! and
mixing angles $s!hu

= $s!hd
= %m!/m where m = 300 GeV

and % = 10"2.

$

e

&
%

g #u #d # s

c
b

0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0
10#6

10#5

10#4

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

m' !GeV"

B
R

FIG. 4: Branching ratios of the hidden sector singlet s! into
{e, µ, ", g/u/d/s, c, b, !}, corresponding to the {red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, black} lines, as a function of m!.
Here, we have taken $s!hu

= $s!hd
and tan # = 1. Below the

2mc threshold, decays to partonic g/u/d/s are replaced by
decays to octet mesons.

for illustrative purposes. The rare branching ratio into
photons is also strongly a!ected by tan'.
Figure 3 shows that for m! <! O(10 GeV), s! is long-

lived in collider timescales, leading to a displaced decay
vertex from which standard model particles originate.
The decay product typically consists of two particles, e.g.
e+e", µ+µ", or (+(", with a small opening angle of
O(m!/m). The direction of these particles point almost
to the decay vertex, since the intermediate s! is highly
boosted with % % O(m/m!).
The decay of s! may be measured if it occurs inside

a detector. To obtain a su#cient number of events, e.g.

tanβ = 1
ms� (GeV)



s’ decays displaced 7

by m! regardless of its origin, is below 100 GeV; the case
m! >! 100 GeV will be discussed later. The terms relevant
to the decay are then

Lportal out " s!
!

!s!hu

"

"vu
+ !s!hd

"

"vd

"

LSM. (30)

Here we have defined

LSM = #
1

4e2(vu, vd)
Fµ!F

µ! #
1

4g2s (vu, vd)
Ga

µ!G
aµ!

# vu

#

$

i

yui
ūiui

%

# vd

#

$

i

ydi
d̄idi +

$

i

y"i #̄i#i

%

, (31)

where e and gs are the electromagnetic and QCD cou-
plings renormalized at m!, and the sum over up-type
quarks ui, down-type quarks di, and charged leptons
#i runs over states which are kinematically allowed in
the s! decay. As expected, s! couples to standard
model fermions through Yukawa couplings, and to gauge
bosons through one-loop renormalization e!ects from
heavy states, whose masses depend on vu and vd.
When m! is above the QCD scale "QCD, it is reason-

able to compute decay rates to gluons and quarks at the
partonic level using LSM. However, for m! <! "QCD, s!

no longer decays to constituent partons but to hadrons.
To estimate the hadronic branching ratio in this mass
range, we replace the terms involving g/u/d/s in LSM

with the SU(3)f chiral Lagrangian describing the dynam-
ics of octet mesons. We interpolate between the partonic
theory and the chiral Lagrangian at the charm threshold
m! = 2mc. See [11] for the details of this calculation.
Having obtained the couplings of s! to standard model

fields, we can now compute the decay length and branch-
ing ratios of s!. In Fig. 3, we show the decay length c$
multiplied by a boost factor % as a function of m!. For il-
lustrative purposes, we have taken % = m/m! and !s!hu

=
!s!hd

= &m!/m where m = 300 GeV and & = 10"2. (Of
course, quantities represented by m in %, !s!hu

and !s!hd

are not the same; % even varies event by event.) The scal-
ing of the decay length with respect to these parameters
is given by %c$ $ %!"2

s!hu,d
$ &"2(m/m!)3.

The branching ratios for s! decay as a function of m!

are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for tan' = 1 and 40, respec-
tively. Here, we have taken !s!hu

/!s!hd
= 1; all the de-

pendencies on other free parameters cancel in the branch-
ing ratios. We can see that s! decays generically to the
heaviest possible state kinematically available, although
there are some exceptions, e.g. see 2m# < m! < 2mb for
small tan'. The dependence on tan ' appears clearly in
the leptonic branching ratios for m! > 2mµ, which arises
from the fact that the ratios of the Yukawa couplings
yui

/y"i depend on tan'. Note that these branching ra-
tios, however, are not uniquely fixed by tan'; they also
depend on !s!hu

/!s!hd
which we have taken to be unity

tan ! " 40

tan ! " 1

0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0
10#7
10#6
10#5
10#4
0.001
0.01
0.1
1.
10
100
1000
104
105
106
107

m' !GeV"

$
c%
!c
m
"

FIG. 3: Decay length !c" of the hidden sector singlet s! as
a function of its mass m!. Here the solid (blue) and dashed
(purple) lines correspond to tan # = 1 and 40, respectively.
For concreteness, we have used a boost factor ! = m/m! and
mixing angles $s!hu

= $s!hd
= %m!/m where m = 300 GeV

and % = 10"2.
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FIG. 4: Branching ratios of the hidden sector singlet s! into
{e, µ, ", g/u/d/s, c, b, !}, corresponding to the {red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, black} lines, as a function of m!.
Here, we have taken $s!hu

= $s!hd
and tan # = 1. Below the

2mc threshold, decays to partonic g/u/d/s are replaced by
decays to octet mesons.

for illustrative purposes. The rare branching ratio into
photons is also strongly a!ected by tan'.
Figure 3 shows that for m! <! O(10 GeV), s! is long-

lived in collider timescales, leading to a displaced decay
vertex from which standard model particles originate.
The decay product typically consists of two particles, e.g.
e+e", µ+µ", or (+(", with a small opening angle of
O(m!/m). The direction of these particles point almost
to the decay vertex, since the intermediate s! is highly
boosted with % % O(m/m!).
The decay of s! may be measured if it occurs inside

a detector. To obtain a su#cient number of events, e.g.

ms = 300 GeV
� = 10−2ms� (GeV)



in the collider...

visible sector hidden sector

~ 100 GeV

~ 1 GeV e, µ, . . .

superpartners

hidden fields

“portal in”

“portal out”

s̃

(displaced higgs-like decays)

(associated higgs production)



distinguishing kinetic portals

The singlet portal can be distinguished from 
the photon portal through

I) Associated higgs production in SUSY evts.

II) Return decays are highly displaced.

III) Return decays go to heaviest kinematically 
accessible SM state (no electrons).



conclusions

1) SUSY, if broken multiply, yields goldstini 
which can drastically change LHC pheno and 
provide a smoking gun of sequestering.

2) SUSY, via kinetic mixing, motivates light 
hidden sectors which provide distinctive 
“portal in” + “portal out” signatures.


